
DE NEDERLANDSE UNIE

, What this had meant above all is that certain currents of thought which
emerged, particularly in the 193os, have been subsumed in a role of
precursors of collaboration. Thus, those non-Marxist critics of the demo-
cratic parliamentary order which had as their basis the response to the social
and political impasse of the Depression, and which expressed themselves in
such forms as corporatism, syndicalism, planism or neo-socialism, have, on
the grounds of their failure unequivocally to defend the liberal system,
been made simply into satellites round the nucleus of fascism, possessing
neither autonomy nor validity outside that relationship. The occupation is,
then, taken to have been the touchstone that served to expose and clarify the
true provenance and affinity of such ideas. And even if the context of the
calls for radical change could be traced to an indigenous discussion
conducted, apparently independently of the Nazis before the war, their
expression during the occupation has been judged as proof that there were,
after all, merely the early symptoms of the active subversion which had
shaped Nazism and which the movement continued to encourage. In short,
there could be no independent attempt to pursue a critical examination of
the pre-war order unless legally within the collaboration, or illegally and in
opposition, in resistance.

The acceptance that the history of the occupation experience ought to be
written as the history of collaboration and resistance has profoundly shaped
the way in which historians have been able to approach the politics of these
years. It must be clear, on the basis of the analysis made above, that the
assessment of the Unie movement not only could not be (and indeed has
not been) immune from the necessity of making it conform to one or other
of the categories, but that its combination of an anti-liberal ideology with a
mass membership in conditions of Nazi occupation has made it obviously
appear to·fit one. Nonetheless, it will be the contention of the argument that
follows that neither collaboration nor resistance as these have been
normatively defined since 1945, is adequate to encompass the Unie's
history. And that, further, the fact that the Unie has been placed at different
times within each of the categories, provides a valuable commentary on the
inadequacy of the general framework in which the problems of the oc-
cupation period are approached.

Yet the case for judging the Unie to have been part of the European
collaboration seems straightforward. The movement was born in the
aftermath of the defeat and subjugation of the country. It owed its existence
to this fact; so too, its activities and development were dependent on the
presence and good offices of the Germans with whom, from the start, the
movement was prepared to deal loyally. The Unie stands indicted not
simply because its willingness to do so accurately reflected its inclination to
collaborate. Context and content were one.'

Van stonde af aan was de Unie beoordeeld in elkaar uitsluitende termen
van verzet of collaboratie, aldus Smith.


